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     It's December, and I'm flying to New York with a friend, Toni. Like most frequent 

flyers, I've given death much thought on the connecting flights from the Midwest to the 

East Coast. I've imagined the plane's landing gears snagging a security fence at arrival, 

emergency landings on the Hudson River, and riding those inflatable slides. I tell Toni, 

but she is not enthused. She unpauses her music, and begins ignoring me. In that 

moment, I decide that in the event of a crash, I will not allow her to cling to me as we 

pass into the next world. I will stare out the window pane, descending to my death 

alone, tra la la...

   It's winter in Michigan. Detroit Metro is frozen over at a steady zero degrees. During 

the taxi, a chime plays, and the muffled-voice of the captain begins. He speaks of the 

runway's condition, and mentions a detour in taxiing to de-ice the plane. The captain 

warns of a burning smell from the de-icing process, but requests no alarm. 

Conversation-less, I stare bored into the night sky. The airport is a hive resting in the 

snow. The taxiing is long. Falling to sleep, I think of the flight attendants and their metal 

carts, forgetting if domestic flights card for alcohol. 

     I imagine Tokyo is much like New York. Buildings sprawling in each flat direction. 

Roads littered with taxis, vendors at the end of each block selling some Japanese 

equivalent of street-meat. Tourists clog sidewalks and interrupt businessmen and 

women by stopping to bring their cameras to the air. Like New York Harbor, Tokyo Bay 



is crowded by vessels in the morning. At night, the city is blinding like a bulb. 

Underground, day and night are unknown and inessential. The subway cars are quick 

and crowded. Everything is alive.

   I am shaken awake by Toni. Remembering her lack of enthusiasm earlier, I snap, 

"What?" She begins, "That smell. I think I'm going to throw up. Can't you smell that?" 

"It's just the plane de-icing," I reply, having listened to the in-flight announcements, 

unlike those reclusive music-listeners. Seconds after replying, both our attentions are 

drawn to the woman at our right. She is frantic, unbuckling and standing from her seat 

all at once. The man next to her is large. His red shirt flows to his waist in waves. His 

beard is blonde and thick, long enough to cover both chins. The man's convulsions 

worry Toni and me. Together, our faces turn grave from the odor. I am wrong. De-icing 

has ended, and the plane is far past take-off. We smell him vomiting without control.

     The attendant's black hair is tied high. Her Northwest Airlines uniform is pressed, and 

arranged without flaw. The attendant's head is disembodied, a red handkerchief tied at 

the neck. She holds a bag of coffee beans as she comes through the aisle. With one 

hand, the attendant reaches deep into the bag, and withdraws a handful of dark beans. 

As if sowing seeds, she sprinkles them to the ground. The attendant's black heels press 

the beans to grounds. She dances down the aisle, crushing each bean like a cigarette 

end. The coffee beans do little to mask the smell. The attendants have yet to clean the 

vomit.

   The vomit's haze lingers the short flight to New York. It falls on us like a cloud. I lean 

back in my seat, not concerned with those seated behind me. I remember my pilot 

friend, Zack. His face would almost sweat from excitement when talking about the 



Anglo-French Concorde. The luxury aircraft, literally faster than a speeding bullet, 

retired five years earlier. I mourn for a vomit-less, six-hour flight to Tokyo.

     I am again startled by Toni. This time, she tries to crawl atop me and my seat. 

Vengeful, I push against her gripping. I notice the cause of her frenzy: The large man is 

back from the bathroom, and his vomit-stained belly leans in front of Toni. He reaches 

for the overhead compartment above our seats to retrieve clean clothes. The vomit 

cataracts from his beard to his shirt, ending just above the knees. It is beige and pocked 

by what look like Cheerios. Toni begins to scream hysterically as she writhes to miss the 

vomit. I pull her close, dismissing my earlier pledge. Not even she deserves this 

stomach bile.

   Taking my shoes off under the seat, I think of how inherently I must be Japanese. I 

stare at my socks and imagine removing my shoes while opening the paper screens in 

my Tokyo home. My eyes break from my feet to stare at the inch of vomit carpeting the 

ground. It clings to the seat cushions and leaves smears on the window. "How could 

one man produce so much vomit?" Toni asks, as he waddles down the aisle into the 

bathroom again. I put my shoes back on.

     The flight attendant returns in a blue suit of plastic. As she attempts to clean the 

mess, she quarantines the infected seats. Can after can of club soda is poured upon the 

vomit. The drying vomit is reborn and sloshes off the window and seats to the ground. 

She hands napkins to infected passengers nearby. They, too, spill the soda onto their 

shoes and bags, washing away the beige vomit to the blue carpeted ground. After, the 

attendant hands each neighboring passenger a drink voucher for any stall at La 

Guardia, a consolation for soaked socks.



        And in that moment, something bothers me more than the vomit piercing my lungs. 

I hear over the intercom, "Due to a biohazard issue that has exhausted much of our 

time, we apologize that we will not be able to dispense our regular refreshments." As the 

blue attendant hurries to clean the biohazard before arrival, my head leans against the 

plastic of the plane. I look through the pane just past the Manhattan skyline to Tokyo, 

wishing to hear: It has been a great pleasure to have you aboard Japan Airlines. We 

hope you have enjoyed the flight, and that we may have another opportunity to serve 

you in the very near future. Thank you very much, and for now, Sayonara!


